[B39A - 2008]

PORTFOLIO COMMITTEE AMENDMENTS TO NATIONAL ROAD TRAFFIC AMENDMENT BILL [B39 - 2008]

(As proposed by Portfolio Committee on Transport (National Assembly))

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS NATIONAL ROAD TRAFFIC AMENDMENT BILL [B39 – 2008]

CLAUSE 10

Clause rejected

NEW CLAUSE

1. That the following be a new clause to follow clause 9:

"Substitution of section 21 of Act 93 of 1996, as substituted by section 14 of Act 21 of 1999

10. The following section is hereby substituted for section 21 of the principal Act:

'Directions to applicant for learner's or driving licence

21. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in this Act [the chief executive officer may, whenever he or she deems it necessary, direct where and by which examiner for driving licences ] an applicant for a learner's or a driving licence shall [be examined and tested, and at which driving licence 'testing centre such applicant may apply for a driving licence] apply to be evaluated at any driving licence testing centre.

CLAUSE 20

1. On page 10, after line 43, to insert a new paragraph:

"(zF) hose vehicles which shall be classified as an 'emergency medical response vehicle'.".

2. On page 10, after line 43, to insert a new subsection:

"(d) by the insertion of the following subsection:

'(2B) A regulation made under subsection (1 )(zF) shall be so made after consultation with the Minister of Health.'.

(e) by the substitution for subsection (6) of the following subsection:

'Before the Minister makes any regulation, the Minister [may, if he or she deems it expedient,] must cause a draft of the proposed regulations =

(a). to be referred to Parliament for comment; and

(b). to be published in the Gazette together with a notice calling upon all interested persons to lodge in writing, and within a period specified in the notice, but not less than four weeks as from the date of publication of the notice, any objections or representations which they would like to raise or make, with the Director-General for submission to the Minister: Provided that, if the Minister thereafter decides to alter the draft regulation as a result of any objections or representations submitted thereafter, it shall not be necessary to publish such alterations before making the regulations.'

LONG TITLE

1. On page 2, from the fourth line to omit "to regulate the conduct of traffic officers in relation to the examination of the loading of motor vehicles;".

2. On page 2, in the fourteenth line to omit "the Minister and".

